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MIT Moves Towards Restoring Free Expression 

 
Sept. 6, 2022, Cambridge, MA. The MIT Free Speech Alliance (MFSA) applauds the MIT administration for now 
releasing the Report on Freedom of Expression and Academic Freedom, completed this past June by the Free 
Expression Working Group (FEWG). 
 
MFSA was founded as an independent organization in 2021 by MIT alumni to combat the erosion of freedom of 
speech on campus.  As an initial step, MFSA requested MIT adopt the University of Chicago statement supporting 
freedom of expression (the “Chicago Principles”). The Free Expression Working Group’s proposed  Statement on 
Freedom of Expression and Academic Freedom is similar to the Chicago Principles, along with a report including  
recommendations to put these abstract principles into practice. 
 
“With the release of the Statement on Freedom of Expression and Academic Freedom, MIT has made solid 
progress towards fulfilling MFSA’s request. We applaud MIT’s efforts and urge the Institute to adopt both the 
statement and recommendations as enforceable policy," said Chuck Davis, President of MFSA.  
 
MIT once had a robust free speech culture that supported vigorous, open debate and a campus on which a wide 
variety of viewpoints were tolerated. A free speech culture is essential to STEM, as nothing is more detrimental to 
science than orthodoxies that cannot be questioned. It is precisely this culture and the talent it attracted that 
enabled MIT to become the premier science and engineering university in the world. 
 
In recent years MIT’s free speech culture has been eroded by the same forces roiling universities throughout the 
country. This erosion became apparent last October when Dr. Dorian Abbot was disinvited from delivering the 
prestigious Carlson lecture because of an article he had written, unrelated to the topic of his scientific lecture. It 
was in the wake of the ensuing controversy that the FEWG committee was asked to study MIT’s policies and 
practices and make recommendations for improvement. This makes Recommendation 6 of the FEWG report 
particularly noteworthy: 
 
Recommendation 6: Rescinding an invitation to deliver protected speech, as defined and explained in this 
report, conflicts with freedom of expression. 
 
The MIT Free Speech Alliance does have some concerns about the MIT Administration’s commitment to putting 
the FEWGs report into practice.  MFSA is currently at work on an in-depth response to the FEWG report, with 
particular attention to its recommendations.  The FEWG report very rightly notes that no statement of policy will 
be effective without developing a campus culture that supports and celebrates free expression and diversity of 
perspective.  MFSA looks forward to playing an active role in partnership with MIT students, faculty and 
administration in the coming years to support these efforts. 
  
Contacts: MFSA President Chuck Davis, ceddavis@gmail.com, 610-731-9608; Past President Jim Rutt, 
jimrutt@gmail.com, 540-679-0100.  
 
MFSA. The MIT Free Speech Alliance (MFSA) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation that is independent of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. MFSA has almost 900 members, most of whom are MIT alumni. For more 
information, visit www.mitfreespeech.org. 
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